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Murcia: a world
away from the
boozy Brits
of Benidorm
Adam Skinner samples a city break in
the south eastern corner of Spain
MURCIA FEATURE
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taking it in somehow feels like
a religious experience.
Construction of the Cathedral began in 1388, taking
over 300 years to complete.
Built over the remains of a
mosque, in a city which saw
Islamic rule overthrown in the
1400’s, means an eclectic architectural influence of Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque
is evident, a recurring theme
throughout the city.
Inside the choir stalls and
the flamboyant Gothic Vélez
chapel are equally compelling,
Murcia is also home to
some of the best tapas that
Spain has to offer. You’ll be
spoilt for choice as far as coffee shops and restaurants go,
but these are best visited at
night. Instead, for lunch, take
a five minute walk along the
North Bank of the Segura river
where you’ll find the local food
market.
Here you can pick up an array of fresh meats, fruits, vegetables and homemade tapas.
Rabbit is a favourite among
locals and an on-site chef will
cook up anything that takes
your fancy.
The pretty squares make
for perfect outdoor drinking
too. Though Murcia’s nightlife
doesn’t really get going until
11pm you won’t be short of restaurant options before hitting
the town
“La Tapa” offers unique
regional dishes all prepared
with the best local ingredients. Pigs cheek was delicious and you have to try local
delicacy, the Marinera, with a
large glass of red made from
the local Jumilla grape.
The bars will be starting to
fill up by the time you’ve finished eating and the tables
that sit outside all of the bars,
brimming with locals.
Be prepared for a hangover
the next day, but rest assured
it won’t be half as bad as your
British counterpart who has
spent their night listening to
karaoke and guzzling watered
down lager in Benidorm.
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